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FIREWISE COMMITTEE MEETING  

September 13, 2021 10:00 AM  Zoom and in-person LACC Dining Room 

AGENDA  

1. Call to Order 4:00 pm 
2. Firewise Chair Opening statement 

a. Ground Rules:  We will follow Robert’s Rules in most cases, especially for voting.  
b. If anyone has experience as parliamentarian, I sure could use your expertise during our meetings. 

3. Approval of July 22, 2021 FW meeting minutes 
4. Status of Action Items 

a. Letter to BOD re: Goals COMPLETED 
b. Letter to BOD re: Fuel reduction on LACC owned properties COMPLETED 
c. Research Codes and Regulations relating to defensible space and general wildfire 

hazardous fuel reduction standards COMPLETED 
d. Set up a Workshop for Private Lot Defensible Space Objectives REVISED GOAL 
e. Contact Lake Almanor Associates for update on Timber Harvest ONGOING 

 
5. Business  

a. Shaded Fuel Break 
i. Discussion of proposal for funding by LACC 

b. Discuss whether to request the GM to set up a Volunteers Defensible Space 
Inspection Program and assign the $30,000 funds to pay for costs associated with 
this 2-Year program.   

c. Discuss the Five Task Forces and volunteer status.  All comments/recommendations 
accepted. 

d. Discuss other options for the $30K.   
6. Public Comments 
7. Meeting Dismissed 

TOP FIREWISE GOALS 

1. Reduction of hazardous fuels in the Right of Ways in LACC  
2. Shaded Fuel Break along Northern border of LACC 
3. Reduction of hazardous fuels on privately owned lots. This includes the Volunteer Defensible 

Space Inspection Program and the Safety Rules for Lot Enforcement CC&R’s.       
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TASK FORCE LIST – VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
 
Task Force #1:  Legal Issues with Private Property Clean ups 
We need volunteers to work on this aspect.  Discussions on paying for legal advice, getting help from our lawyer 
neighbors, reviewing all requirements.   Provide a legal summary of what the LACC GM and BOD can do TODAY. 
Provide guidance on LACC governing documents upgrades.  We need volunteers familiar with PRC 4291 and LE-
100.   
 
Task Force #2:  LACC Enforcement Requirements 
We need volunteers to look at incorporating new State and County regulations and ordinances into LACC 
governing documents.   
 
Task Force #3: Who will do Lot Inspections? 
We need volunteers to work through who will do the lot inspections.  We have a proposal for a volunteer 
program.  We had a lot inspection proposal from Deer Creek Resources and from another company back in 
2018/2019.   These companies need to be contacted and get new proposals, if that is the way the task force 
decides to go.  If the task force can come to a consensus, that would be great. 
 
Task Force #4: Immediate Action on Vacant Lot Cleanups   
This is a task that I think we can move on soon.   I will be forwarding what has been done in the past on vacant 
lots.   I believe the LACC Handbook has a strong enforcement stance on vacant lots. 
 
Task Force #5: Shaded Fuel Break 
Volunteers to help with a comprehensive submittal to BOD.  I will be forwarding a letter sent by John Rabe to the 
BOD that should be evaluated for further action by the FW committee.   

LACC VOLUNTEER DEFENSIBLE SPACE PROGRAM - Proposed 

Draft Budget for VOUNTEER PROGRAM 
 
Are there any Costs to this Proposal? Yes, The total proposed budget would be $30,000.00 
and would cover a two year period.  It should be noted that Firewise has and Board authorized 
current budget of $30,000.00, thus there would not be additional costs to the members. 
Budget:  $30,000.00 
 
Stipends: Certified Trainer:  $3,000.00 for each of two years,    $ 6,000.00 
                Volunteers: $750.00 for each of two years.                 $15,000.00 
                Supplies:  $1,000.00                                                    $. 1,000.00 
                Misc. Training materials, etc.                                       $. 4,000.00 
                Certification Training                                                    $. 4,000.00 
 
                Grand Total……………………………………………….$30,000.00 
 
 
What Board Actions are Necessary?  The following are proposed actions. 
 
1.  Authorize the use of Volunteers for 4291 compliance inspections. 
2. Select one member as the Certified Trainer…We recommend Tony Taylor a retired 
      Fire Captain and one very familiar with 4291 inspections. It would take very little 
      online classwork for him to become certified. 
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3.   Authorize Firewise and Tony to reach out and seek the necessary volunteers. 
4.   Direct the General Manager to determine necessary workers comp. coverage. 
5.   Require by action, evaluation updates from the Firewise Chair and Certified Trainer 
      to the board in order to determine the effectiveness of the inspection program. 
6.  Direct the Certified volunteer to meet with Chief Courtright for any suggestions  
      and help he may provide to assist in making this a successful process. 
7.  Direct the General Manager to reach out to Fire Insurance Companies throughout the 
     State in order to demonstrate this as an effective fire prevention/mitigation model 
     worthy of their support. 
 
    This proposal will jumpstart the whole concept of fire prevention and fire mitigation in our 
community. We encourage the Board to adopt this procedure as a proactive step necessary to assist in 
the prevention of a devastating wildfire within the LACC. 
 
 
 
 


